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The BPM Continuum
  In most software domains one can draw a continuum that runs from programming languages 

to applications. In essence, programming languages are extremely powerful and flexible. 
Indeed, if the language is what computer scientists call a Turing Language, then it has all the 
features needed to create any kind of software application that can be created. As one moves 
from the left to the right on the language-application continuum, one moves from complete 
flexibility to more and more constraints. Thus, tools are less flexible than programming 
languages, and applications are less flexible than tools. Of course, what you gain as you 
move to the right is ease of use. Tools are usually easier to use than languages. Few 
managers could program in C or Java, but most can use a spreadsheet to create financial 
plans. Applications are designed to perform very specific functions and can be operated by 
employees. 

Figure 1 illustrates a Business Process Management continuum. 
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Figure 1. A BPM-BPMS Continuum

On the left we have BPM programming languages like BPEL. A little to the right we have BPM 
tools. Some of the tools will incorporate BPEL, but they will have interfaces that will make 
them easier for analysts to use. Further to the right, we have what we are calling BPM suites. 

A BPM tool includes a process modeling capability and a BPM engine that will call activities in 
the order specified by a process diagram. The tool may allow a developer to create work lists 
to be sent to employees. Using a BPM tool one could define any process and use the tool to 
link to any of a wide range of software components or employees. In essence the tool is 
generic and can be used in any BPM project. We listed IBM, Microsoft and BEA under BPM 
tools, although they will probably support languages and tools on their servers, and may 
even include components for vertical applications. 

A BPM Suite comes with a set of components. Thus, the suite is specialized for the kinds of 
processes supported by the components it includes. Thus, for example, Chordiant, offers a 
BPM Suite (Chordiant 5) that includes components on marketing, retail sales operations, and 
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call center management. Each of these components can be combined to support a variety of 
processes that can be tailored in the Suites Process Design Tool. You wouldn't want to buy 
the Chordiant Suite to create a supply chain or manufacturing application, but it gives you a 
significant step up if you want to implement a customer-facing sales or marketing process. 

SAP, PeopleSoft, and a wide variety of best practice application vendors will probably modify 
their products to support BPM tools and, in effect, convert themselves into BPM suites. 

Obviously, a specific application, whether written in a language like BPEL, in a tool like Fugeo, 
or in a suite like Chordiant, is simply a BPM application or system (BPMS). 

Languages and tools tend to be relatively inexpensive. Suites and applications tend to be 
more expensive, since they incorporate the knowledge of developers and subject matter 
experts. 

The point of laying out this continuum is to emphasize that there are no right BPM solutions. 
Different groups will choose different products. Those with unique requirements will tend 
toward the left side of the continuum, while those with more specific and clearly defined 
problems will tend toward the right. 

As a broad generalization, in an effort to save IT costs, companies have moved steadily away 
from internal software development efforts and toward enterprise software packages. We 
expect that something similar will probably happen in BPM. Some BPM advocates have 
suggested that companies will systematically define all their business processes. For many 
companies, the difficult work of actually defining processes and identifying all the software 
components involved in implementing each process will prove too time consuming and 
expensive. Those companies will probably look for packaged applications that combine a BPM 
interface with a standard process and standard software components. If a company is already 
using SAP, and SAP shows that it can create more flexible packages that are actually 
controlled by process models, many companies will consider that alternative. 

Those who want to promote the move toward more process-centric ways of managing 
companies need to realize that change is always difficult. Managers already have long lists of 
things they need to accomplish. Anything that can be done to package business process 
solutions to make them easier to implement will prove popular. 
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Til next time, 

Paul Harmon
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